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3D XY Scaling of the Irreversibility Line of YBa2Cu3O7 Crystals
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We find experimentally that the irreversibility line,Hirr sT d, and the reversible magnetization o
twinned YBa2Cu3O7 crystals both show 3DXY scaling, which suggests a common origin for bo
quantities. Analysis of this result and of a correlation between the condensation energy andHirrsT d of
oxygen deficient YBa2Cu3O72d for 0 , d , 0.6, implies thatHirrsT d is strongly influenced by critical
fluctuations. It is possible that these values ofHirr sT d and the recently discovered vortex melting line
HmsTd, both correspond to an upper critical field line which has been suppressed by thermody
fluctuations. [S0031-9007(97)03779-4]

PACS numbers: 74.25.Bt, 64.60.Fr, 74.60.Ge, 74.72.Bk
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High temperature oxide superconductors (HTSC)
unusual in that their superconducting magnetization cur
MsH, Td often appear to be perfectly reversible [1] for
wide range of fieldssHd and temperaturessT d above a
certain irreversibility lineHirrsT d. This line is of great
technical importance because it marks the onset of
nificant resistivity, i.e., power dissipation, in a magne
field. It is strongly dependent on the strength of the
terplane coupling [2], and YBa2Cu3O7 is particularly in-
teresting because it has the largest value ofHirrsTyTcd.
The present paper deals exclusively withHirrsT d of typ-
ical twinned YBa2Cu3O72d crystals. However, for both
untwinned [3] and twinned [4] YBa2Cu3O7 there is ev-
idence for latent heat at a phase transition lineHmsT d,
widely referred to as the vortex lattice melting line whic
for YBa2Cu3O7 is often very close toHirr sTd [5–8]. Neu-
tron scattering studies of YBa2Cu3O7 show that the flux
line lattice (FLL) disappears atHirrsTd [9] but give no indi-
cations of line vortices in the liquid state. Therefore oth
possibilities such as a transition from a FLL to a “gas”
uncorrelated vortex pancakes [10,11] or as discussed
to a state with large (critical) superconducting fluctuatio
remain open.

Thermodynamic fluctuations are much larger in HTS
than in classical superconductors because the free en
difference between normal and superconducting st
sFn 2 Fsd, multiplied by the coherence volumeVsT d
is comparable to the thermal energykBT over a signifi-
cant temperature range. For YBa2Cu3O7, the reduced
Ginzburg temperaturetG [12], which characterizes the
width of this critical region, is 0.0023 atH  0 [13]
but is expected to increase in a field [12] to 0.011
20 kOe. For superfluid He4 the width of the critical
region is about 50 times larger than the value oftG,
so it is not surprising that in a magnetic field th
electronic specific heat [14,15] magnetization [16,17] a
electrical resistivity [18] of YBa2Cu3O7 crystals do obey
the 3D XY scaling laws expected for critical fluctuation
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in a type II superconductor with a 2-component ord
parameter.

Here we show that for our YBa2Cu3O7 crystals, 3D
XY scaling holds over a very wide range ofH and
T and that Hirr occurs at a fixed point on the 3D
XY plots. We discuss these results in terms of critic
fluctuations and predict a correlation betweenHirr and the
condensation energy, which agrees with experiments
oxygen depleted crystals.

YBa2Cu3O7 crystals were grown from flux in an Y2O3

crucible (with 1% BaO as binder) using 99.999% puri
chemicals [19]. The duration of the final treatment in flow
ing O2 gas at 420±C was adequate because identical resu
were obtained after annealing for 7 and 11.5 days. Data
reported for a 5.86 mg,1.6 3 1.5 3 0.38 mm3 twinned
crystal withH along the shortest dimension, the crystall
graphicc axis. Similar results were obtained for anoth
crystal.

Figure 1(a) showsMsHd data taken with a Quantum
Design SQUID magnetometer using a scan length of 4
and 30 sec pause at each field. The normal state p
magnetism has been subtracted by fitting the suscept
ity at 50 kOe to the lawA 1 CyT from 100 to 300 K.
The Curie term,C  0.016 emu Kymole, corresponds to
1.4% spin 1

2 defects per Cu atom whileA  3.9 6 0.1
1024 emuymole agrees with the value of3.7 6 0.15
1024 emuymole expected for YBa2Cu3O7 crystals with
H k c [20]. The remaining magnetization is referred to
Mfluc. The value ofTc sH  0d for the 3D XY analy-
sis was determined from slowT sweeps in low fields
in an Oxford Instruments vibrating sample magnetom
ter (VSM), the SQUID magnetometer, and a Lake Sho
ac susceptometer. The latter gave a 90%–10% width
0.4 K, which is ascribed to a distribution ofTc values in
the crystal arising from defects or strains, and we the
fore use the midpoint,Tc  91.3 6 0.1 K.

Figure 1(b) shows our SQUID data on the usu
3D XY scaling plot [16,17], namelyMflucyH0.5T vs
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Magnetization (gauss, i.e., emuycm3) for a
5.86 mg YBa2Cu3O7 crystal vs magnetic field (kOe) applie
k c axis at the temperatures indicated. The normal st
paramagnetism has been subtracted except for the dat
110 K, shown by the dashed line. (b) 3DXY scaling plot
of data in Fig. 1(a) for the temperatures indicated, taki
Tc  91.3 6 0.1 K.

2tyH1y2n wheren  0.669 andt ; 1 2 TyTc sH  0d.
In the reversible region there is excellent agreement w
published work [16,17]. An important difference is tha
here the irreversibility fields scale to the same point
the 3D XY plot. The measurements were extended up
120 kOe using the VSM, takingMsHd data at fixedT
[e.g., Fig. 2(a)] as well as FC and ZFC (field and zer
field cooled)MsTd data (not shown). There is good 3
XY scaling of bothM andHirr over a wider range ofH
andT than previous studies, as shown in Fig. 2(b) on
Hyt2n scale to emphasise the high field region.

Combined plots ofHirrstd are shown in the main part o
Fig. 3. The values fromMsHd sweeps at20 200 Oeysec
are identical and fit the relationHirr  Hpt2n , with
2n ø 4

3 as expected for 3DXY scaling. The inset
of Fig. 3 shows good agreement betweenHirrsT d from
these sweeps and theHmsT d line at which a latent hea
is observed [3]. Both quantities agree well withHirr

determined from resistivity data [5] (not shown). Th
slower SQUIDMsHd and VSM MsTd sweeps give 15%
lower values forHirr sTd—this is probably because ther
is sufficient flux creep just belowHmsT d for the FLL to
respond reversibly on these longer time scales.

The data in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) show that abo
Hirr sTd, Mfluc scales as
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FIG. 2. (a) VSM data for the same crystal as in Fig. 1(a
with H k c, after subtracting the normal state paramagnetis
(b) 3D XY plots of VSM data at the temperatures indicate
with the same values ofTc andn as in Fig. 1. The dashed line
shows the1yy2 extrapolation used in the integration ofMfluc
(see text).

MflucsT , Hd
H1y2

 2
CkBT

F
3y2
0

j
0
ab

j0
c

G0s yd
y1y2

(1)

as expected in the 3DXY model [16,17,21]. HereF0

is the flux quantum for pairs,j0
ab and j0

c are the co-
herence lengths in theab and c directions extrapo-
lated to T  0 [22], C is a number of order unity, and
G0s yd ; dGs ydydy, whereGs yd is the (unknown) scal-
ing function for the free energy. The parametery ;
Hsj0

abd2yF0t2n can either be viewed as the ratio of th
two area scales,j2

abstd and F0yH, which determines the
strength of superconducting fluctuations in a fieldH ap-
plied parallel to thec axis, or as the ratio ofH to
Hc2std, where Hc2std  F0t2ny2psj0

abd2 is the appro-
priate form of the upper critical field in the critical re
gion [23]. Thus the fact thatHirr occurs at the same
value of y implies thatHirr is a fixed fraction ofHc2std
[conclusion A].

The normal state paramagnetism does not aff
Fn 2 Fs significantly because4pM ø H [Fig. 2(a)] so
we can takeFnsT , Hd  FnsT , `d ; FssT , `d. Using the
thermodynamic relation MsT , Hd  2≠FssT , Hdy≠H,
Eq. (1) can then be integrated to give [24]
1731
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FIG. 3. Log-log plots of the irreversibility fieldsHirr (in kOe)
vs 1 2 TyTc for Tc  91.3 6 0.1. Solid squares,Hirr from
VSM MsHd loops at 20 200 Oey sec. Open squares, from
SQUID MsHd data. Closed circles from FC and ZFCMsTd
curves taken with the VSM when sweepingT at 60.67 Ky min.
The solid lines are fits to a4

3
power law with a 3

2
law shown

by the dashed line. The inset showsHirrsT d from the VSM
MsHd data (squares), compared withHmsTd from calorimetry
[3] (crosses).

FnsT , Hd 2 FssT , Hd  2
Z `

H
MflucdH

 CkBTGs ydyhjabstd2jcstdj . (2)

This relation is a general feature of scaling and reno
malization group theories of phase transitions [21,2
From Eq. (2), the fact thatHirrsT d occurs at a fixed
value of y also means that atHirrsTd the free en-
ergy in a correlation volume is a fixed multiple o
kBT [conclusion B]. We estimate the actual value o
sFn 2 FsdVsT dykBT at HirrsT d by integrating ourMsHd
data, numerically fromH  Hirr up to ca. 80 kOe, and
then analytically at higher fields by making an empi
ical fit, G0s ydyp

y ~ 1yy2 [Fig. 2(b)]. The small con-
tribution aboveTc [26] was neglected. For example, a
87 K, FnsHirr d 2 FssHirr d  5.1 6 0.6 mJycm3 or 30%
of the total condensation energy at 87 K [26]. If w
take Vs0d  400 Å3 from a Gaussian fluctuation anal
ysis of the zero field specific heat aboveTc [13] for
well-oxygenated YBa2Cu3O72d, then atHirrsT d the free
energy in a coherence volume is0.8kBT . A smaller value,
0.3kBT , is obtained ifVs0d  140 Å3 as deduced from
a 3D XY analysis of the specific heat of a single cry
tal [14] using the critical amplitudeA1  59 smJyKdyg
and the universal constantRj  0.3 [21]. This discrep-
ancy may arise from small differences in oxygen conte
which affectVs0d but notjabs0d [13] or because in mean
field (MF) and 3D XY expressions, prefactors such a
1732
r-
].

-

-

t,

jabs0d are not the same [22]. In either case our nume
ical analysis of conclusion B shows thatHirrsT d corre-
sponds tosFn 2 FsdVsTd ø kBT . This implies thatther-
modynamic fluctuations determineHirrsT d of our crys-
tals and also, from the inset to Fig. 3, the melting lin
of YBa2Cu3O7.

For 0 , d , 0.1, the MF value ofjabs0d2  120 Å2

[13], so the MF value ofHc2s0d  2750 kOe, is only a
factor 2.2 larger thanHp  1225 kOe obtained from the
fit, Hirrstd  Hpt4y3, in Fig. 3. This numerical analysis
of conclusion A suggests thatHirrstd ø Hc2std, i.e., both
Hirrstd andHmstd correspond to the formation of a FLL tha
is suppressed to lower temperatures by critical fluctuatio
In support of this we note that the first theoretical predi
tion [27] of a first order phase transition atHc2sT d was
also based on critical fluctuations and that modern scal
treatments apply to both first order and continuous pha
transitions [25].

We have also applied this analysis to underdop
YBa2Cu3O72d. The condensation energyHcs0d2 ob-
tained by integrating specific heat data [28] is plotted
d in Fig. 4. The drastic fall withd is ascribed to the
opening of the normal state gap [29] aboveTc which
reduces the spectral weight available for supercondu
tivity. The variation ofHp with d, derived from fits to
Hirr  Hpt4y3 for 0 , t , 0.2, using resistivity data
for crystalline films [30] and magnetic data for singl
crystals [31], is also shown in Fig. 4.It can be seen
that Hcs0d2 and Hp change by more than 100 but hav
the same variation withd. Although this result could
be interpreted in terms of pinning, it is consistent with
critical fluctuation picture. Namely, in the critical region
the productHcstd2jabstd2jcstd is independent oft [21,23],
and from Eq. (2) atH  0, we have [22]

Hcs0d2sj0
abd2j0

c  DkBTc , (3)

whereD is a constant of order 4. Since experimental
Hp ~ Hc2s0d ~ sj0

abd22 (conclusion A), Eq. (3) yields
Hp ~ Hcs0d2, provided the weaker doping dependence
Tcyj0

c can be ignored.

FIG. 4. Left hand scale: plot of condensation energy, i.e
Hcs0d2 vs d for YBa2Cu3O72d obtained by integrating specific
heat data from [28]. Right hand scale: values ofHp used in
fits of HirrsT d  Hpt4y3, vs d. Circles:Hp from resistivity data
[30]; triangles: from magnetic data [31]. Open diamonds sho
that the normalized values of1ysj0

abd2 from a 3D XY scaling
analysis [16] vary asHp.
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At lower T , outside the critical region,Hirr and Hc2
will increase faster thant4y3 as observed experimentally
[31] but thermodynamic fluctuations can still have signifi
cant effects [32]. Figure 4 also shows thatsj0

abd22 ob-
tained from 3DXY analysis ofMsHd curves [16] andHp

from resistivity [30] vary in the same way withd, im-
plying that Hirr also occurs at the same value ofy for
0 , d , 0.25.

For optimally doped compoundsHirr falls drastically as
the interlayer coupling is reduced [2]. This agrees qualit
tively with Eq. (3), because ifHcs0d andTc are fixed, then
Hirr [i.e.,Hpasj0

abd22] falls as the anisotropyg > j
0
abyj0

c
increases. The recent observation of a broad 3DXY scal-
ing region for highly anisotropic Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 crystals
[33] below Tc seems to support this viewpoint. But for
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 further work is needed to clarify the phys-
ical meaning of the large value ofj

0
ab obtained using the

3D XY approach, the fact thatHm and H irr can be very
different [34] and the level of quantiative agreement wit
Eq. (3).

We conclude that the irreversibility line of our
YBa2Cu3O7 crystals, and (by association) the first orde
melting transition, are determined by thermodynam
fluctuations, because they correspond to the line whe
the free energy in a coherence volume is a fixed fracti
of kBT (of order unity). This suggests an intrinsic uppe
limit to HirrsT d irrespective of the amount of disorder
The observation thatHirrsT d andHmsT d are proportional
to Hc2sT d (conclusion A) may indicate thatHmsTd is
actually theHc2sT d line which has been suppressed b
critical fluctuations.
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